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Editors’ Note 
 
This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift II is a continuation of the previous 
international seminar with the same theme conducted by the Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro 
University in July 2011. We do hope that the seminar with this theme can become a yearly program of the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University, as we see that this topic still needs our serious 
attention due to the inevitable impact of globalization on the life of indigenous languages. 
 
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this 
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics 
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar. The first five papers are those presented 
by invited keynote speakers. They are Prof. Dr. Hanna (Balai Bahasa Provinsi Sulawesi Tenggara, 
Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Indonesia), Dr. 
Sugiyono (Language Center, Indonesia), Peter Suwarno, Ph.D (Arizona State University), and Herudjati 
Purwoko, Ph.D (Diponegoro University).   
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 33 papers on language maintenance, 24 papers on language learning, 
19 paper on sociolinguistics, 15 paper on pragmatics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 paper on 
morphology, 2 papers on syntax, 2 papers on translation, 1 papers on psycholinguistics, 1 papers on 
phonology, and 1 papers on semantics.  
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Abstract 
This paper will be talking about the possible thing that will happen trough our languages 
since the issue of globalization. Hence there is a lot of presumption about the transition that 
will occur in our language which might affect so much to the nation identity, we already 
know how popular English language is among our society and the prestige along the English 
language itself.Yes, indeed the English language probably will take over the standard 
language that we have “Indonesian language”, of course this statement is logical. hence 
there a lot of people that cannot write or speak Indonesian in standard or grammatically and 
rare from the people to use the standard language, this is because the infiltration of other 
language especially English and the cultural that it’s taken from English language itself, so 
this paper will definitely give the reason among the language itself related each culture of 
the language itself (Indonesian language and English language) with synchronic and 
diachronic analysis. 
Key word; language, identity, transition, culture, synchronic and diachronic 
 
1. Introduction  
1.1. What is language : 
The first discusion will be talking about all off the background knowledge that become a foundation in 
the paper. We know that within the language there will be alot of misunderstanding , even it in a term of 
gesture it also can be categorized into a language, but in this kind of paper we will talk more specific , yes 
indeed this is still as is or in the other word still about language. So we have to know about the deffinition 
about language it first  , this is explanation about then language it the linguistic term .a language is a 
coding system and a means by which information may be transmitted or shared beween two or more 
communicatotr for purposes of commnad , instruction or paly. By refereing the explanation about 
language it self we can do an analysis through the recent condition in our society by using the specific 
time , it means we can do this analysis with diachronic and syncronic analysis. Both of the study are still 
in the major of linguistic ( historical linguistics) it already well known by ferdinand de saussure. And also 
from saussure we know about syncronic and diacronic anaylysis where both of the analysis can be applied 
in the kind approach that we will talked about. There so many justification why me as the wirter insist to 
use this kind of approach to give enlightement to us about the identitiy of our language , further more it is 
about our identity as an native in our country. Hence we already know about the developing of english 
language in our society it is not only about the language it self , meanwhile when we are talking about 
language we also deals with the component that support the language it self , yes indeed the cultureal is 
always among the language. It can not be separated , both are one unity. 
1.2. Relation beween languages and culture 
We already know about the deffinition that has been establish by saphir and whorf that , in the realita we 
can assume that language and culture is a unity , because people who have different language can 
beassure they have different culture too. With this kind of term we know about some hypothesis too about 
relation beween language and culture . we can said that both are has a sub ordinate realation because one 
is the sub ordinate the other, or in the other word  language under the circumstance of culture it self , and 
the different point of view give a different difiniton about this . in koordinataif relation ship stated that 
between language and culture are in the same level because both ore a system that  is integrated thightly 
in human being cognition and behavior. so we have a conclusion if there are some change in the using of 
language it means the culture will get infected too, so this will give effect to the user it self in a society 
where the language it self used.  
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1.3. Identity  
Identitiy is the most important thing that we have to know , because it is intergrated in both beween 
language and culture it self. We already know that is very important to keep up our identity because from 
keeping up our identity will make us known from what culture we are so the other country will know 
about the truth of us. I just will strengthen prestige is along with identitiy too , because with this we can 
show alot of thing from our country that can be proud on  ,what that make us different with other people, 
how about our civilization especially about the way to think the way to react to the other society or 
country .so with the explanation above we will know with all of the globalization progress hence we find 
a problem that may occur , that is about the language that will used , because i believe the interacttion will 
not only deal with one language as their language to communicate with the other people with the different 
background of language. So the native will be endangered because there will be language shift if the 
freaquency of using it’s language happen in a long time , and using natie language it self will be less than 
using the second language. Because the second language it self has alot of advantanges and prestiges. So 
concern about the explanation and the thing that will happen it will trigger language change , slow but 
sure if it is happen in a long time.  
1.4. Language change 
First before we step more further , we must put our attention to the globalization it self , because as we 
already know that globalization is a must and slow but sure it will take appart soon. So the prediction 
dealing with language it self is , there will be alot of language that will be use in conversation and of 
course the prominent language will dominate. In this case prominent language it self can be  a language 
form a country who take an economical control , hence we all  agree if we english is the most popular 
language. Language shift will happen because of the repertoir will consider about the advantange for 
having language that frequently use especially if it is using when they interact with foreigner . they will 
use the prominent language that commonly used at that time. This flow chart will enlighten you all for 
what will be happen if there some of society having more than one language in the certain degree of 
ability , and what it wil be caused if it is happened for a long time and frequently used in daily life. 
Language change flow chart 
 
 
 
 
 
That flow chart shown in the first bos , all of the imigrat or the foreigner still use one language their 
mother language then after few years later just like the second ilustration in the bos they able to speak two 
language , it mean they speak bilingual , but not in the perfect term then after that in third box they able to 
speak bilingual in perfect term , they able to speak both of language in the perfect term , then after that 
because their second language is the same with their mother language their language have a regresion 
again and then they tend to use one of the language  , of course the prominent language that will be their 
language to interact with the other , so  finally they become a monolingual but not their mother language 
but in their second language , the second language become their language and their mother language 
never been used again in daily interaction just like the fifth book ilustration. The explanatio that has been 
stated briefly told about all the conditon of language change , the sequence event that slowly but sure will 
occur if there no action to save the mother language of the speaker.  
2. Acculturation among english and indonesian language and identity 
Hence , there are alot of language that may be will dissapear from our country because of the locutor 
prefer to use second language than their mother language ,this is may be because of the prestige that is 
MONOLINGUAL ( B-IB) BILINGUAL BAWAHAN          
(B-ib-B-in) 
BILINGUAL SETAR  
(B-ib-B-in) 
BILINGUAL BAWAHAN 
(B-in-B-ib) 
MONOLINGUAL  
(B-in) 
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taken along the language it self . as the global language , of course the language it self will be the 
prominent one that frequently and common that used by the locutor. Globalization is one of the reason 
why we need the second language. We already know that indonesian language is  a national language that 
officially work in our society. Of course beside of indonesia language we have different language , 
because as we already know that indonesia consist of many tribes , and outomatically also have many 
languages. This is that we concern about all of the language in indonesia is become the minor ones 
becouse of the indonesian language.  Most of the youth hence , prefer to use indonesian language. Some 
of them have their own reason. There is a negative effect also beside the positive effect. For the reason 
may be one of the reason that commonly utter by all of the people in one tribe society , is because it is 
more easy to use english because they have high mobility mean while when they using indonesian 
language it means the respect the other people who become their speaking patner, or may be because the 
social degree of  the indonesian language it self is higher than the native languae. This is the most crucial 
issue that we already faced now. The reason about the thing that avoid youth in certain tribes society not 
to use their language is clearly portray from the definition above.so what will happening if this kind of 
situation just neglect by the goverment or may be the society who use the native language. Of course it is 
just local effect that is caused by the indonesian language as a popular language that use by people 
nowdays , they more comfortable to use the indonesian language because they are indonesian people and 
they realize that the lingua franca of indonesia is indonesian language. If this kind of situation happening 
what we will do?, then how about our identitiy if the indonesian language take over all of native locutor? , 
reflecting to these question we better to make it work on sphire an whorf theory that stated “ language not 
only reflect the kind of culture of one society but also the way of they think”. Based of the quotation we 
can assume is , our identitiy will be gone and i believe the acculturation will take the main role , slow but 
sure refering to the flow chart above. 
2.1 English language versus Indonesian language 
the invation of english language fastly spread among the countried in the world , not except indonesia. As 
the develop country indonesia of course using english language for interact to the foreingn country , and 
gues what, of course the language that prefer to be chosen as the lingua franca is english language . 
because of the superiority english language it self in politic and economical. So it will be difficult to 
hinder for using the english language it self  in indonesia societes. Indonesian language in the previous 
time is melayu before it get adjustment and absorb alot foreign word.so the melayu it self become 
indonesian language that actually most of the structure of it’s has been resturctured. the same can be 
happening to indonesian language because refer to the previous ones it slowly change. And the culture it 
self become different , because the word that use it self more influence by all of the word from foreign. 
We know from the previous explanation that indonesian language it self as the nation language take over 
natives languages. Than indonesian language it self hence also faced with the most powerfull language 
that influence the society so much , not only in political but also in economic. Indonesian society it self as 
we already know gradually change from previously point of view that thougt , in economical if previously 
based on the landlord hence turn over to the one not only landlord but the rich people and in politic if 
previously it is monarchi it become the republic. So the way of the indonesian people in thinking 
something is quite change now. So the way to represent something in words is quite change to. If 
tndonesian language that previously is melayu language has the special characteristic, unique 
characterictic that differ than the melayu so the same if idnonesian turn to english language . the previous 
that become the point or feature of previous language will be undergone to , because it will melt to the 
new language even through acculturation.  
3. Conclusion 
From all the explanation we know that the language change it self give the positive and negative effect , 
and the most horrible thing related to the language existence we can be assure that one of the language 
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will be dying because of the intervention of the prominent language that have more portion when they 
innteracet with the other people , because in language it self contain the way of their think , the truth . 
smoothly but sure the prominent language will take over the existence of the mother language. Hence so 
many society that realize to use more language to support their mobility. Language change is very 
dangerous because it will be destroy the establish of previous language meanwhile when they do not use 
their native language any more , so the dead of langage can be hinder . mean while if the language is 
shifting to the zero condition in the ferquency of using it. The previous culture will interfered too and 
slowly also turn over to the new one . so they may be when to interact with other society or coutries who 
olready used to know before their some differences because the way of the new society with new 
language it self. And of course we will be serve to the other country . it is happen if we as the native 
speaker does not make any treatment to conserve our language it self.  
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